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SUMMARY 

In August 2015, CO2 injection commenced at the Quest CCS Facility located near Fort Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, Canada. Quest is a fully integrated CCS operation with a capture target of just over one million 
tonnes of CO2 per year. CO2 is injected into a deep saline aquifer at a depth of about 2 km below ground.  

To demonstrate containment and conformance of the injected CO2, a Measurement, Monitoring and 
Verification (MMV) plan has been implemented. Although the Storage Site is a quiet tectonic location, 
induced seismicity has been recognized as a potential risk for all large-scale injection sites. Seismicity 
monitoring at the Storge site is an integral part of the Quest MMV Plan. 

The aim of this presentation is to showcase several seismicity monitoring technology trials conducted at 
the Quest Storage site in 2021 and 2022. The trials involve passive seismicity monitoring using temporary 
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) lightboxes and temporary surface geophones, alongside a permanent 
down-hole geophone array. Details of the acquisition programs, initial results and value drivers behind 
progressing technology will be presented. 

 

TECHNOLOGY TRIALS 

Surface nodes were deployed at 17 stations, spread relatively evenly across a 300 square km area 
centered on the Quest injection wells. Data was passively acquired from June 2021 until August 2022. Two 
DAS lightboxes were connected at two separate Quest injection well-sites, passively acquiring data from 
December 2021 until October 2022. The initial results of the technology trials data show both surface data 
acquisition and DAS data acquisition complementing the downhole array data, increasing accuracy of 
event locations and improving coverage. 

Hybrid systems which combine surface geophones and downhole fiber technology, have the potential to 
reduce seismicity monitoring costs during operations for future injection schemes. Established down-hole 
geophone monitoring has proven to be robust and effective but progressing surface node and DAS 
technology could result in new approaches to monitoring that effectively provide data of comparable or 
greater information content and business value. 
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